
LESA CLINE-RANSOME

Background Information 

Author Lesa Cline-Ransome and illustrator James E. Ransome, a husband and wife team, create books showing how 
some well-known and not-so-well-known historical figures have successfully confronted slavery and racial prejudice. 
Readers learn about African-Americans of note—people like Major Taylor, a champion cyclist; Satchel Paige, an 
incredible baseball player; and Frederick Douglass, a determined abolitionist. Lesa Cline-Ransome’s rhythmic style, 
which is excellent for read-alouds, is perfectly matched by James E. Ransome’s lifelike oil paintings, which give a clear 
sense of time and place. These books are excellent for showing how words and illustrations work together. 

Activities for Launching Your Author Study 

CCSS Connection: The activities below provide practice in examining how illustrations extend, clarify, and  
reinforce written text (RI.2–4.7) and identify the point of view from which a story is narrated (RL.1–5.6).

1. Illustrations and Information in Major Taylor. As you read Major Taylor, what is the source of  
your information? Is it the illustrations? The words? Or both? Study the pages noted on the charts on the  
corresponding page. Then write down information you learn from the words only, from both the words and 
illustration, or from the illustration only.  

Books

Major Taylor,  
Champion Cyclist

Satchel Paige Words Set Me Free: 
The Story of Young 
Frederick Douglass

My Story, My Dance: 
Robert Battle’s 

Journey to Alvin Ailey
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Launching Nonfiction Author Studies: 

A focus for teaching the Common Core State Standards with books by
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In Indianapolis, Indiana,

there was a street lined with bicycle

shops from one end to the other.

Visitors would marvel at each window

displayed with the most up-to-date

models along that stretch of North

Pennsylvania Avenue locals called

Bicycle Row.

How did a thirteen-year-old black boy in 1891 come to be such a

crackerjack cyclist—or even to own a bicycle? Mr. Hay and Mr. Willits

wondered. And so Marshall told them of his father’s job as a coachman to

the prominent Southard family and how at the age of eight he’d been

hired as the live-in companion for their only son. It was then that Marshall

began his new life of luxury: private tutoring, fine clothing, a playroom

stacked with toys. 

But what Marshall loved most was the bicycle the Southards had

given him. He’d never seen anything like its smooth curved lines of metal,

so shiny and new and so utterly modern. He jumped on at once, knowing

those wheels could carry him faster than his legs ever could.

And sure enough, in no time he became the top cyclist in the

neighborhood. Amongst stately Victorian houses and tree-lined streets, in

each and every race, Marshall breezed by the other boys, aware only of

the wind against his face and the road he left behind.
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Back at the shop, Marshall’s dreams now stretched far beyond the

walls of Hay and Willits. More than anything, he wanted to be a

professional cyclist.

One by one, he committed to memory the names of racers who’d

visited the shop—Arthur Zimmerman, Willie Windle of Massachusetts, and

Louis “Birdie” Munger, who had recently opened a racing workshop in town.

As Marshall grew to know Munger, he began spending more and

more time at his shop. He’d follow him to the track, pleading, “Tell me

about the race when . . .”

Birdie was tickled by Marshall. In fact, the boy reminded him of a

younger version of himself. “You’ve got talent, but you’ve got to keep

working,” Birdie instructed after one of Marshall’s many wins. Soon

Marshall had been hired as his assistant, running errands and doing

chores. 

When Birdie decided to move to Worcester, Massachusetts, he

invited Marshall along. After a fond farewell to his family, Marshall set off

with Birdie to begin training. To anyone who’d listen, he would boast, 

“I am going to make Major Marshall Taylor the fastest bicycle rider in the

world.”

Marshall’s talent grew as fast as his popularity. It wasn’t long before

racing fans—although they may not have known the name Marshall

Taylor—knew there was a young Negro causing quite a stir. 

“You’re a mile ahead! Keep going!”

Now he thought he could make out a swell of spectators gathered at

the finish. Pushing, pushing with everything he had, his legs cramped with

exhaustion, he burst through the winning tape . . . and then collapsed. 

When he came to, sore, stiff, and exhausted, the crowd’s cheers

were ringing in his ears. 

At thirteen years old, Marshall Taylor had won his first race.

Bang! The starting pistol sounded, and Marshall was off, pedaling

hard and fast, hoping only to keep pace with the others.

“Just till I get tired . . . just till I get tired . . . ,” he kept repeating, his

legs pumping as fast as his heart. Gradually the rhythmic creaks of the other

bicycles faded and all he could hear was his own panting. Time fell away as

he struggled to maintain speed, and the wind whipped his face. Out of

nowhere Mr. Hay appeared, shouting and dangling the gold medal.

After completing the charts, discuss how illustrations help us learn. Sometimes they repeat information that is in the 
writing. Other times, they add new information. And sometimes, the information is only in the writing. 



2. Point of View. Words Set Me Free: The Story of Young Frederick Douglass is told from the point of view of 
Frederick Douglass. Other points of view are also possible. For example, it would be interesting to hear what 
Captain Anthony (Frederick’s owner), Hugh Auld (master he was rented to), or Sophia Auld (woman who 
taught him the letters) might have said. 

 Below are several quotes from the book, told from one person’s point of view. After each quote, write what you 
think a different person might have said about the same topic.

QUOTE #1

HUGH AULD:  “If you teach him to read, there would be no keeping him. It would forever unfit him to be a slave.” 

SOPHIA AULD: 

FREDERICK DOUGLASS: 

QUOTE #2

FREDERICK DOUGLASS: “At twelve years old, with tips I saved from my errands, I bought my first news-
paper and learned new words—liberty, justice, and freedom. Abolition was the word the newspapers used when they 
called for ending slavery. These were the words my master would never want me to see.” 

CAPTAIN ANTHONY:

JOHN (DOUGLASS’S FRIEND):

QUOTE #3

FREDERICK DOUGLASS: “ We would steal a boat from the neighboring Hamilton farm, and make our 
way in the night on the Chesapeake Bay. From there we would follow the North Star.”

JOHN:

MR. WILLIAM FREELAND (DOUGLASS WAS HIRED OUT TO HIM.):

SOPHIA AULD: 
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Why Author Studies?

Beyond seeing the author as a person—a writer with information and a point of view to share—au-
thor study (studying several books by one author) provides us with a rich yet manageable way of look-
ing at the decisions an author makes when creating a work of nonfiction. These decisions are about 
content, word choice, illustration, and original thoughts and interpretations. 

Thinking about how an author creates nonfiction raises many questions for young readers and  
writers to think about: After researching a topic, what information goes into the book? What doesn’t? 
Why? How should the book begin in order to grab the reader’s attention? How should it end in order 
to keep the reader thinking about the topic? What information is best introduced through pictures, 
photographs, graphs, or tables? What features like sidebars and primary sources would add interest to 
the page? In what ways are the author’s books similar? How are they different? As students engage in 
author study they think about how an author answered these questions. 

Not surprisingly, these same questions are highlighted in the Common Core State Standards (CCSS). 
The Standards emphasize reading informational text to determine key ideas and details, an author’s 
point of view, how the author structures and crafts information, how new vocabulary is introduced, 
and how visual material works together with written text. It’s a match! That is, by engaging in  
author studies students are also meeting many Common Core Standards for reading and understanding  
informational text. 

This guide features books and suggested activities that can be used to jumpstart a nonfiction  
author study. This will open the door to critical inquiry and focused discussion of informational 
text. By aligning activities to Common Core State Standards, students learn content while becoming 
critical consumers of that content. That’s powerful instruction.

–Myra Zarnowski, Queens College, CUNY
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